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Clarifications
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Logbook
• Your Entry
• Second star to the right and straight on till
morning
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SCRUM
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SCRUM Roles
• Stakeholders
• Product Owner
• SCRUM Master

– Works with Customers and management, works with the
team
– Key interface

• SCRUM Team
–
–
–
–

Experienced Developer
Multidisciplinary
¬ “not my job”
8 at most
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SCRUM Artifacts
• Product backlog - evolving list of business and technical
functionality ordered by priority that needs to be in the
product
– Product owner controls it
– Iterative estimations included on effort

• Sprint goal - an objective met through implementation of
Product backlog
– Wiggle room and test
– Developed at Sprint Planning meeting

• Sprint backlog
–
–
–
–

Defined and modified only by sprint team
A list of tasks it has to meet to achieve the sprint goal
4-16 hours in duration
Modified during the sprint
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Sprint Planning Meeting
• Actually two meetings
– Meeting 1 - Product owner meets with stakeholders to
define functionality for next sprint. A product backlog is
selected and a sprint goal is crafted from results of that
meeting
– Meeting 2 - define sprint backlog to meet sprint goal
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The Sprint
•
•
•
•
•
•

30 days in duration
Ends with a Sprint Review
Daily SCRUMs
SCRUM master in control
Empirical process from process control theory
No person outside the team can change the scope
or nature of the work
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The SCRUM
• Held daily for ideally 15 minutes, all team members must
participate
• SCRUM master runs meeting
• 3 questions:
– What was done in last 24 hrs.
– What will be done in next 24 hrs
– Impediments - SCRUM master responsible for resolving
impediments

• Visitors are permitted but must be on periphery - not
permitted to talk
• May lead to follow-up meetings - SCRUM is informational
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More on the SCRUM
• The SCRUM master makes sure it starts on time
and that everything is ready - participants on
conference call, …
• Impediments are boarded - resolving top priority
for SCRUM master
• Pigs and chickens
– Pig and chicken story: “Ham & Eggs”-commitment vs.
involvement. Team members are pigs

• Daily builds -- regression testing
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Sprint Review
• Four hour meeting at end of Sprint
• SCRUM manager provides overview of sprint
• Team presents managers and stakeholders the
result of the sprint and it includes demos
• Provides a picture of strengths and weaknesses of
the sprint
• Minimal preparation, less than two hours for team,
29 days work, 1 day reporting
• Working and informational meeting
– Not critical, action oriented
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SCRUM Factoids
• Open office design encouraged
• Best equipment and tools
• XP can be used within - SCRUM emphasizes team
operation, XP work unit operation
• Sprints can have abnormal terminations (change of
goals -- show stopper) but rarely done because of
short increment
• Borrows a lot - “time boxes”, …
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Micro Software Engineering
• About the developer
• Derived from Hunt & Thomas, The Pragmatic programmer:
From journeyman to master, Addison-Wesley, 1999.
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Axioms
•
•

Gets somewhat into the head of the hacker (good sense of word).
Personal Aspirations:
– Care about your craft
– Sign your work
– Think! About your work
– Invest regularly in your knowledge portfolio
– Don’t think outside the box, find the box (does it have to be
done this way?)
– Gently exceed your users expectations
– Organize teams around functionality; build teams like you build
code
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Axioms - Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Don’t gather requirements, dig for them
Work with a user to think like a user
DRY - Don’t Repeat Yourself (ambiguity)
Keep knowledge in plain text
Don’t be a slave to formal methods
Prototype to learn
There are no final decisions
Remember the big picture - MULTICS
Use a project glossary
English is just a programming language
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Axioms-Design
•
•
•
•
•
•

Don’t be a slave to formal methods
Costly tools don’t produce better designs
Design to test
Abstractions in code, details in metadata
Minimize coupling between modules
Some things are better done than described
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Axioms - Development
• Make it easy to reuse
• Eliminate effects among unrelated things (cohesion and
coupling)
• Program close to the problem domain - design and code in
your user’s language
• Iterate schedule with the code
• Use a single editor well
• Use the power of command shells -GUI’s do not always cut it
• Always use source code control
• You can’t write perfect software - protect your users and
your system
• Build documentation in, don’t bolt on
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Axioms-Test
• Crash early - dead program is more instructive than one that
limps along
• Fix the problem, not the blame
• Test your software or your users will
• Test early, test often, test automatically
• Coding ain’t done until all the tests run
• Use saboteur to test your testing - create your own mutants
• Find bugs once
• Refactor early and often
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Software Engineering
Certification/Licensing
• Always a topic that causes debate
– Certification is a voluntary process administered by a
profession
– Licensing is a mandatory process administered by a
government authority - state level in US

• Y2K problem in 90’s stimulated the debate
• Texas has licensing
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Most Engineers are not Licensed
• Nancy Mead, “Issues in licensing and certification
of software engineers,” SEI
Discipline

Licensed

Civil

44%

Mechanical

23%

Electrical

9%

Chemical

8%

All Engineers

18%
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Certification/Licensing
•

Pros
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Provide companies a basis for
hiring
It will happen anyway, we should
guide the process (control it)
Protect public from harm
Regularize the field
Force CS departments to teach
good engineering practices
Awareness of professional and
legal responsibilities

Cons
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Premature - no accepted body of
knowledge
Beware of the certification bodies
- vested interest (general malaise)
Many companies (Microsoft …) are
quite competent in knowing what
they need, market should certify
Issue is decertification - people
who do not have degrees - sorry
Bill Gates!
Licensing (MD) single person does
task, teams in software
Process takes so long - 10 year old
technology
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Survey of Computing Professionals
in mid ‘90’s
• Value of certification:
–
–
–
–

•

Very valuable 50.3%
Fairly valuable 31.9%
Somewhat valuable 16.6%
Not valuable 1.2%
•

Reasons for seeking
certification:

– Advancement in profession
41.7%
– Advancement in current job
17.2%
– Prepare for new job 9.4%

Perceived results of
certification - more
credibility with organization,
24.2% and customers, 23.6%

From Mead SEI paper
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Why I Waver
• Generally against licensing but:

– Meager prospects for continuing education in an economically
squeezed corporate environment
– Unknown effect of outsourcing on software profession
• Regulating our suppliers, but then what about us? Especially the
“handlers” - issue of education and experience.

– Lack of a forum for practitioners and theorists on what should
be happening
– Issue of who controls the licensing if it is inevitable

• However it is rough to legislate the above
• And then there is the issue of Professional Unionization
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Last words
• Brooks: “…too many interests, too many exciting
opportunities for learning, research and thought …
we have many future joys”
• Quantitative approach - measure what you can and
strive to measure more (but use what you
measure!)
• It’s about people
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Dystopia/Utopia/Other

Result &
Workplace
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Challenger
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Thought Problems
• How can I improve this course?
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Review of Final Third
•

Lecture 10

•

Lecture 11

•

Lecture 12

•

Lecture 13

•

Lecture 14

–
–
–

Heavy vs Light methodologies
XP
Crystal

–

HCI

–
–
–
–

moreHCI
Open Source
Microsoft
Games

–
–
–
–
–

Brooks Chapter 15-Epilogue
Formal methods, Clean room design,Software Factories, Software Archeology
Outsourcing
Parnas
Best Current Practices, OA&M, Life Cycle Software Engineering, Software project Reviews

–
–
–

SCRUM
Micro software engineering
Certification and licensing
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That’s all folks!
•
•

Software Process Models, Software Project Planning (woosh!),
Requirements, Estimation, Risk Analysis, Multics case study,
Architecture Reviews, Questionnaire Design
Software Quality Assurance, Configuration Management and
Testing, Architecture and Design, Software Engineering skills:
Problem Solving, meeting, stat, … (and finished Arch and Design)
and OO
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Review
• Brooks
• Software Process Models: waterfall, prototyping,
RAD, spiral,
• CMM and the SEI
• Requirements
• Metrics
• Estimation
• Risk Analysis
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Review -2
•
•
•
•

Scheduling
Software Project Reviews
MULTICS
Infrastructure: Quality Assurance + Development
Standards
• Configuration and Build Management
• Testing
• Analysis, Architecture and Design
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Review - 3
•
•
•
•

Supporting techniques - statistics, surveys
Problem Solving
Meetings, negotiations and managing management
OO Analysis Design and Metrics
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